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I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to attempt an adequate description of
forms of address in Swedish and the patterning of their usage.

"Det

kan du aldrig Ora," you'll never do it, it can't be done was a very frequent reaction by Swedes when I stated this purpose as the subject of my
studies and fieldwork during my sabbatical stay in Sweden last year.

The

Swedish address system is in a stage of rapid change and consequently,
although Swedes have been aware of the difficulties of their address system
for the last hundred years, they are now more than ever sensitive to the
seeming lack of generally accepted rules of usage.

Indeed, the rules for

some encounters are so vague that several informants report -- and I noticed
it in my own usage as well -- that a particular form of address simply

depended on the individual's mood that day, whether he was feeling cheerful
or kranky.

Nevertheless, there exists considerably more order than Swedes

at present give their language credit for, and this paper is an attempt to
map out that order.

Although no rationale is really needed for undertaking a basic description of an area where none exists, it might be helpful to the reader
in interpreting the data if I state the particular interest which led me
to this study.
structure.

Address systems of a language correlate highly with social

In Sweden, the Social Democratic party has been in power con-

tinuously since 1932 and through its programs for social, economic, and
educational reforms has consistently stressed egalitarian relations among
all members of society.

However, in spite of the dominant political

ideology, there remain "strong elements of ascription, elitism, particularism and diffuseness in the Swedish value system. "l
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The Swedish people

is still divided in Social grupp 1, 2, and 3, a division into social
classes first used in 1911 in connection with bicameral elections.

In

1970, social group 1 (the upper class) counted 7.8% of the population,
social group 2 (middle class) 34.7%, and social group 3 (working class)
57.5%.2

Politically induced social structural change does not necessarily

result in a change in the cultural value system.

S8derberg, a social his-

torian, posits the change in address forms as an indicator of social change
with concomitant cultural change.3

He may be right even though Sweden

still remains a country highly

Al-

ied in terms of social class.

though I attempt no problematic statement in this paper of the relation-

ship between social structure, cultural change and forms of address, the
interest in this relationship is the motivation which underlies the present study.

The present data was collected during a five months stay in Stockholm, Sweden during 1973.

Methods of data collection included partici-

pant observation and the taking of copious field notes in situations which
ranged from a royal dinner in white tie to a coffee clatch in the cafeteria
of low salaried factory workers, structured and unstructured interviews,
survey questionnaires and archive work.

Special care was taken to corrob-

orate the accuracy of self report data by first hand observation.

Fre-

quently my own observations were augmented by those of others (friends,
family, colleagues, students, informants) after they had been especially
instructed in what to observe.

In my study of the police, for example,

a number of people were simply told to talk to police officers and to
note how the officers addressed them.

I talked to the police myself.

I

then used my own observations and those of my "assistants" in checking
the data obtained in an interview with the instructors at the police

4
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school in order to estimate the reliability of their reported usage.
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When I studied various department stores, I would interview the staff
supervisors in a series of two interviews, the first of which partially
served to alert them to certain questions and situations.
weeks I would follow up with a second interview.

After some

In the period between

the two interviews, the supervisors had watched for and recorded specific
speech behaviors, (e.g., did customer or clerk initiate form.of address)

and it became quite clear to me that their observations which I collected
at the second interview were just as accurate as my own and so deserved
to be classified as participant observation data rather than interview
reported data.

I mention this technique of "training" (the observation of address
forms is a fairly simple operation which does not necessitate any sophisticated linguistic knowledge) some actual members of the group under study
in doing the participant observation themselves as it does away with an
otherwise insolvable problem.

If I am interested in comparing the external

system of address behavior of department store staff (i.e. how they speak
in the presence of customers) with their internal system (i.e. how they
speak among themselves), there is no way my presence is not going to
cause them to switch to the external system.

Study of the internal sys-

tem necessitates either self report data or direct observations made by
informants with membership in the group under study.

II.
A.

A LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF FORMS OF ADDRESS
Forms of Address

Swedish possesses two second person singular pronouns of address, with
the typical distinction in European languages between the familiar, du,

(ft
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and the formal, ni.

But because of a reluctance in the past by many Swedes

to use ni, Swedish also uses several other forms of address.

In an ear-

lier paper, I listed 11 different ways of expressing What do you want?
and I relist them here:
1.

Vad vill du ha?

'WLat do you want?' (familiar form)

2.

Vid vill ni ha?

'What do you want?' (formal form)

3.

Vad vill hon ha?

'What does she want?'

4.

Vad vill Christina
(fru Paulston
Professor Paulston)

'What does Christina (Mrs. Paulston,-- Professor Paulston) want?'

ha?
5.

Vad vill fr8ken ha?

6.

Vad vill professorn

'What does the Miss want?'

ha?

'What does the professor want?'

7.

Vad vill man ha?

'What does one want?'

8.

Vad vill vi ha?

'What do we want?'

9.

Vad fAr det vara?

'What may it be?'

10.

Vad behagas (det)?

'What is pleased?'

11.

Vad skulle det vara
for n&gonting?

'What would it be?'5

All forms in 3 through 11 represent a relationship between speakers where
du is not appropriate, i.e. where an expression of "condescension or
intimacy" in Brown and Gilman's6 terms is not called for.

These forms

also represent a way of avoiding using ni, and Swedes are very conscious
of that avoidance.

In the earlier paper, I speculated that the extreme

address avoidance of the V-form in Swedish is due to the "linguistic
compulsion" of power coding (as expressed by the du/ni choice) in a
country which exhibits a dichotomy between social class stratification
and Social Democratic ideology.

This is only partially true, and Haugen

6
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was absolutely right when he at that conference pointed out the importance

of the historical development of a.7
The major argument of this paper is that one can only describe the
Swedish address system adequately if one recognizes that the social classes
have different rules due to different semantics8 of the pronouns du and ni.

This difference, I believe, can primarily be accounted for by the historical development of the language and by political ideology.
B.

Du.
1.

Solidarity, du

Du was originally the only singular pronoun of address in Swedish,
and only A'iring the 1600's did I come to be used in address to a single
person.

(Ni derives from I.)

Within the peasant population, du remained

as the mutual form of address of equals to known and unknown, and this
mode of address has survived to the present day within the labour class.
The semantics of this du is one of solidarity, an expression of membership
in the same group, and it occurs in conjunction with first name (FN) but
m.-re frequently with no name (ON), even when the name is known.

Although

this du is used to express solidarity, the use of first name is often
avoided since it is felt to express intimacy.

Presumably this reflects

the influence of the upper class reciprocal du which is on2 of intimacy
and which always co-occurs with first name.

University students now by

institutional decree address their professors with du , du as an expression of group membership.

Said my Swedish colleague:

"Well, I have

gotten used tc du but when they come and say 'Her du, Bengt' - that's

going too far." My students freely addressed me as du, even at guest
lectures, but even my regular studentR never referred to me by name.
It was of course difficult for them since it meant that they had to

7
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have eye contact with me before they could be recognized to speak,
In

lacking a linguistic means by which they could call my attention.

the primary and secondary schools such a situation has led to the use
of du and frgken, a combination of the informal pronoun and the formal
traditional address of women teachers (originally the title for unmarried
daughters of the nobility) which is totally counterintuitive, and I am
relieved I can trust my informants by virtue of the fact that I have
heard it with my own ears.

Other informants from social group II and III

have commented on the difficulty of first naming with solidarity du.
They frequently resort to some kind of made up name or nickname (NN).

Swedish last names commonly end in -son, 'son of,' and there are several
occurences in the data where someone with the name, say, of Valter

Danielsson, is addressed as du and Daniel in the attempt to avoid the
first name.

The use of solidarity du has now spread to members of all social
classes, in social group I primarily among the younger members who frequently comment that they use it as an expression of their egalitarian
ideology.

The solidarity du is always intended by the addressor to be

reciprocal, but there are numerous instances in my observed data that du
is not returned.

Several taxicab drivers, for instance, who claimed that

they virtually always addressed their clients with du, carefully avoided
any pronoun reference to me, even when I addressed them as du.

(The use

of ni by the cab driver would have been insulting in such a situation as
it would blatantly have denied any claims to solidarity.)

Throughout my

conversations with the cab drivers runs a clear awareness on their part
of social class, which speech and appearance are used to determine.

8
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Generally the informants claimed that they waited to see how they were
addressed, meaning they would reciprocate the same address form which in
fact they didn't.
are bildade."

"It also depends on how they talk," said one, "if they

Bildade roughly corresponds to educated and is a frequent

euphemism for membership in social group I.
many informants.

This sentiment was echoed by

In other words, although members of social group I are

increasingly adopting the use of solidarity du, this usage is many times
met with distrust by members of social group III who do not return it,
and the result is a condescending du, i.e. the non-reciprocal du in Brown
and Gilman's terms,9 the very opposite of what was intended.
The institutionalized usage of solidarity du has now become widespread.
The hallmark of labour unions and the social democratic party membership,
the decreed use of du now occurs in hospitals, universities and the like

and even in such institutions which function in the interests of the upper
class like Svenska Arbetsgivaref8reningen (Swedish Employers Association).
But members will address each other as du only when their social intercourse is a function of group membership.

In the academic community, pro-

fessors now address each other as du (except for old and pompous ones),

but at the Nobel Awards Banquet, a formal dinner at which the king presides, there was a general use of ni and titles among the academicians.10
2.

Intimacy=falliliarity_411

The intimacy du of course overlaps with solidarity du and may well
eventually become merged with it, but at this time it is distinguishable.
The Swedish elite was during the 1700's under gtrong French influence,
and the du/ni dichotomy seems to have developed in the upper classes under
influence of French to and vous.

The old peasant singular du usage thus

9
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developed into two forms, the familiar du used with friends and relatives
and the formal ni used with others.

The intimacy-familarity du differs

from the solidarity du in the following aspects:

1)

It always co-occurs

with FN or kinship term (KT), and 2) its use is always verbally acknowledged.
There exists an elaborate set of rulesll as to whose right it is to
initiate the use of du (primarily from ni and/or title-last name (TLN)
usage), and worries and misunderstandings about this initiation right
occur frequently in the data.

The rules which are found in the Swedish

etiquette books involve the variables of sex, age, and rank in that order
of importance.

It is always the prerogative of a woman to initiate du

with age and rank deciding if the speakers are of the same sex.

Age is

not necessarily chronological but may involve other factors, especially
year of high school matriculation.
the educated elite.

But note that these are the rules of

From the responses to the questionnaire of an ethno-

logical investigation12 which the Nordic Museum undertook in 1969 on
terms of address, it is overrghelmingly clear that for members of social

group II and especially III, rank is the all over-ruling factor:
If a Overordnad (superior in rank) says ni or Fru Angquist,
then I address him with the title which is owed him. That
person will himself have to suggest if there is to be any
change.13

Next to rank comes age:

"Because he was of middle age, and in that case

it was not the lady who should suggest."

The informant was 20.14

More often than not, social group III lacks a rule which involves
sex as a variable.

In my interviews with 18 low salaried female factory

workers all except eight claimed that there gas no rule, and those eight
said that it was a man's prerogative to initiate du.

10
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The highly formalized ritual of dricka do -skfil "drinking a du toast"

has now become much simplified although it still can occur.

A member of

the high nobility writes as follows:
Now it is much easier to be..:,me
I usually propose
it as soon as it is practical.
T usually say something
"Skall vi inte 14zia '.sort tillarna" 'shan't we
like:

put titles away', it is much easier so:17
The act of becoming on du terw2 is called lagga bort titlarna ('put the
titles away') and so reflects its orilin in the higher classes which had
titles.

There are other linguistic nrrelates whict help define this

speech act:

stg Ladder 'stand godfa.ther' (if such hesitaticn exists that

neither partner can bring themselves to initiate as in the case of a

young woman and an old man of high rank, a third party may be brought in
to break the ice), du-broder 'du-brother,' etc.
Finally the attitudes of the s7ePAers themselves are clear indications that they perceive different semantics of du.

They say so.

Typical remarks are "I want to keep du for those I am very close to" versus "It feels like a relief when that happens" (being addressed by du).
One feels equal."16

There are of course exceptions, but in general inti-

macy du is associated with svcial group I usage and solidarity du with
social group III.

In the Nordic Museum investigation, the last question

inquires about the informants' attitudes towards the various reforms of
address suggested during the last hundred years in Sweden.

Of the 26

responses from members of social group I, all with only one exception
want to keep ni and/or titles.

Of the 55 responses from social group III,

all with four exceptions wanted general usage of du to all people.

(Of

the four exceptions, three are upwardly socially mobile as measured by
occupation or children's occupation.)

Social group II, on the other

11
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hand, showed no clear trend:

of the 50 responses, 29 favored the main-

tained use of ni while 14 were in favor of a du-reform, i.e. general use
of du to everyone.

The maintained use of ni of course implies an inti-

macy semantics for du.

We see then that we have two semantics of du with a tendency to separate along class lines.

Intimacy du is always used with FN or KT while

solidarity may be expressed in four ways:

1) du + ON, 2) du + T, 3)

du + NE, and 4) du + FN in increasing order of intimacy.

The fact that

t>i3 du exist is not recognized, and there are constant complaints from

encounters where the speakers apply different sets of rules with no
recognition of the difference.

An anecdote will serve to illustrate.

Herr and fru (Mr. and Mrs.) Nilsson, members of social group II with
origin in III, are caretakers of a farm, owned by Lennart B., a member
of the Stockholm upper class.

The men are approximately of the same age,

and becau :e of his social rank, Mr. B. initiated the use of du with

Mr. Nilsson and the two now freely exchange du and FN.
Nilsson. Mr. 3. was stuck.

But with Fru

His rules say that a woman initiates du no

matter what, while Mrs. Nilsson has no such rule.

Her rule gives rank

precedence and if sho does have a rule regarding precedence of sex, it
will be that the male initiates.

Nor does she use ni (see the discussion

below) with the result that she addresses Mr. B. as Director B. in third
person (#4 in the list above), a practice Mr. B. dislikes intensely.
Mrs. B., on the other hand, who knows perfectly well that Mr. and
Mrs. Nilsson would prefer to use du with her and that it is up to her to
initiate according to everyone's rules, refuses to do so.

To her, the

semantic of du is strongly one of intimacy, and when pressed by her

12
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social-democratic children for reasons of egalitarianism to become du
with the Nilssons, she will say, "But I don't know them that well."
Mrs. Nilsson is likely to perceive that distance as one of social class
rather than as of personal friendship.

And certainly neither of them

realizes that they don't share the same set of rules.
One more anecdote to illustrate the two du.

At a visit to the

Kungliga Biblioteket, Royal Library, to fill out application forms, I
was addressed as du by the librarian, a woman older than myself.

She

knew from the forms my occupation as professor and this did not impress
her (professors rank very highly in the social order in Sweden) sufficiently
to avoid du + ON.

Her use was clearly that of solidarity du to strangers.

In the course of the interview of filling out the cards she discovered my
Stockholm identity, as it were; she had known my father and for some years
lived in the same apartment house as my family.
to ni.

At this point she changed

(It is considered the height of rudeness to switch back to ni after

an initiation ritual to intimacy du.)

Du, at this stage, when I had

ceased to be an anonymous stranger, would to her imply an intimacy du, and
she changed to the mode of address we would mutually employ, had we been
introduced in the street.

C.

Ni
While the two semantics of du is not recognized at all, the different

semantics of ni are described in the literature and accounted for by the
historical development of the linguistic form.

There is however consider-

able confusion in the century long public debate in the press over the
use of the pronoun, and as late as 1963, Rosengren could write:

"The

Swedish language still lacks a generally accepted word of address."17

13
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The general uncertainty regarding the semantics of ni no doubt has contributed to the recent rapid spread of du.

Ni derives from I which was originally the second person plural form.
According to Wellander, during the middle ages titles came into use (influenced by the Byzantine court), "insisted on by those who had a right

to them among royalty and nobility, priesthood and the learned."18
This led to the development of two pronouns of politeness:
singular han/hon 'he/she' and the plural I.

third person

This I developed along three

different lines.
1.

peasant ni

Among the peasant population, ni (with regional variations of I and
11)

became an address of respect reserved for parents, older relatives

and worthy elders within the community.

It occurred typically with KT

and/or FN and was non-reciprocal with the speaker receiving du.

This

ni took the place of du as evidenced by the gradual replacement of ni by
du as the children grew up and reached adult status and also by the fact
that ni was occasionally refused with "I'm not so old you'll have to say
ni."19

This ni is today rmal and rapidly disappearing.

I myself have

never heard it, but several of my students said they had called their
parents by ni.
2.

impolite ni

Given this development, it is unclear and curious how ni came to be
received with such very negative connotations that its usage would be
conceived as an insult by parts of the population.
sayings arose as a rejoinder to ni:

A multitude of folk

"Do you think I am lousy?" (meaning

that with fleas the addressee would have been plural), "Ni the farmer
called his mare when he didn't know her name," etc.2° Wellander ar'd

14
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Ahlgren account for this development by the fact that ni came to be used
by the upper classes downward to their inferiors while they expected to
be addressed by their titles, and that this non-reciprocity was the cause
of the bad reputation of ni.

When the new time came in (1800's) and the du of the
old standssanhallet 'estate society' by politeness was
substituted with the modern ni, the mark of social
class was transferred from:du to ni which naturally
follows with nonreciprocal address forms: he addressed by ni got an inferiority complex visavis the
titled person.21
By by this argument the earlier non-reciprocal condescending du should
have shared the same fate.

Ahlgren reasons that a downward ni would

be felt more distancing, more haughty, m're arrogant than downward du
because the inferiors knew that the speaker used ni to strangers and du
to friends:

"A downward directed form of address also used between friends

has larger possibilities to survive than a downward directed form also
used between strangers."22

I am not convinced by this argument but I am

at a loss to find a better explanation.

It is however beyond a doubt that ni came to be considered as a rude
form of address by parts of the population and in all social classes.
For whatever reasons, people who acquiesced at an endless use of titles,
which certainly marked the status relationship, balked at ni on the grounds
that it marked a superior/inferior status relationship.

This considered

rudeness of ni is no doubt the major reason for the extreme address avoidance and circumscriptions that one finds in Swedish.

From my notes on

address to customers in department stores I have:
Skall det betalas kontant
Vad skall vi ha?
On damen gAr...

15

'Shall it be paid in cash'
'What shall we have?'
'If the lady goes...'etc.

13
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with only two occurrences of ni, ((luring five months' observation) one by

a much older woman and the second, interestingly enough, after I had
completed my purchase -- no need to be polite any more, I suppose.
By necessity, I visited one of the same department stores on December 27,
the first day stores were open after the Crhistmas holidays.

The store

was crowded, with the majority of customers trying to exchange or return
gifts.

The clerks gave an impression, say my notes, of kranky sullenness

and I heard so many ni's that I lost count.

Clearly ni is an integral

part of Swedish clerks' linguis is competence but in some situations carefully avoided.

Peculiarly enough, the nominative form is much more avoided than the
genitive ers, eders and the oblique er, eder.

From my notes on bus drivers,

whose general tendency was pronoun avoidance, I have the delightful;
damen biljett, gg och satt er bars."

"Har

'If the lady has a ticket, just go

and sit down' and also "...kan gg och satta er" '...can go and sit down'

which must syntactically have been ni kan

but the ni was totally in-

audible.

Peasant ni is clearly distinguishable from this, by some considered
impolite, ni in that the former always co-occurs with KT and/or FN while
the latter never does.

This ni can occur with no name or with (T)LN al-

though there is considerable evidence from my data that an anonymous use
of ni to a stranger in public when dressed in streetclothes (marking,

I

suppose, the non-personal nature of the relationship) is no longer considered impolite.

Th. police, e.g. freely use ni to strangers, but only

to those they take to ha members of social group I and II; to members of
III and to the young they use solidarity du.

However, the lower ranks

do not use ni to their own superiors whom they address with TLN in third

16
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person (example #4 in the list above); ni in that situation is considered
disrespectful and impolite.

There is however no way formally to distin-

guish between polite and impolite ni; it is simply a matter of attitude
transmitted through upbringing.
3.

polite ni

The third development of ni took place in the elite where du and ni
became patterned after French tu and vous.

Ahlgren writes:

"Apparently

ni during the earlier half of the 1800's has had its strongest support
within the aristocracy -- where it was perceived as corresponding to
French vous -- and within the peasant class, whereas the growing middle
class more often used titles."23

Certainly, the spokesmen for the ni-

reforms (Zor widespread use of ni) advocated during the 1800 and 1900's
were all members of the aristocracy and/or the intelligentsia.

One of the informants to the Nordic Museum survey from social group
III writes:

Already in primary school, our teacher warned us against
the use of ni as term of address because it was considered as a ct:ssword.
He said that in course language there
was an expression "Ni kan kyssa tag dfir bak." 'Ni can
kiss me behind.' For this reason he advised us to use
ni only when we spoke to bildat folk 'educed people'
so that no misunderstandings would occur.'
He had an unusually sensitive teacher.

Especially the folkschool teachers

show wide variance in their acceptance of ni, and many children were categorically taught never to use ni while others were taught that it waa
perfectly acceptable (apparently by teachers of strong egalitarian con-

victtons), and according to many informants such teachings remained with
them throught,ut life.

In my earlier paper I pointed out that "the free use of ni might
be said to be a hallmark of address behavior between members of social
group I, who are not on familiar terms with each other."25

17

My later work
15

has found no evidence which contradicts this observation, and considerable
evidence to support it.

The statement needs to be modified to "the free

use of ni + TLN," since ni + ON to strangers has become fairly common,
especially in the intercourse between the public and the many federal
institutions like the post office, transportation, communications, etc.
Because of the widespread institutional du, I have fairly few direct
observations of reciprocal ni + TLN but without exception they all involve
members of social group I.

A typical example is the Nobel Awards banquet

where the guests addressed each other by ni + TLN.

Some may like my own

group have switched to familiarity du after proper toasting ceremonies,
but those I know of did not.

My own address system underwent a drastic

change as a result of my findings, and I virtually never use ni + TLN anymore.

At the banquet I promptly initiated du with the professor on my

right but the one on my left was much older than I, grey-haired and so distinguished that I hesitated.

When I pointed out my dilemma to him, adding

teasingly that he could not very well initiate, he delightedly said:

"Det

gr vad du tror" 'That's what you think' and raised his glass in the ritual
toast.

A younger gentleman across the table then raised his glass and

said "May I join yuu?"

The three men then prompted the woman across from

me to follow my example and initiate du with them which she did.

Clearly

the men were more than willing to use du but the women were reluctant to
initiate and so in most groups ni and TLN prevailed.

But note that the

use of ni + TLN and the ritual initiation ceremony for switching to du
were partially a function of the occasion.

According to both my partners

at table, had I met them at the university they would have addressed me
as du without further ado.

Present at the musical soiree which followed

the dinner and mingling with the guests were technicians from radio/TV,
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by official order dressed in white tie.

In my conversation with them,

there was mutual use of solidarity du + ON.

This episode canbe taken to

illustrate the ruling principle of all encounters in Swedish in normal
situations:

the speaker attempts to speak in a fashion he believes will

please the addressee (not necessarily consciously so).

The sequence

followed by the dinner guests of 1) introduction of self which consisted
of saying one's first and last name aloud followed by a handshake, 2)
use of ni + TLN (in order to know which title to use one must either
study the place lists carefully before dinner or else find out surreptiously), 3) initiation ceremony, and 4) use of du + FN, I felt would be
considered putting on airs by el.e working class technicians so I omitted

all of that sequence and simply used du and no name to them.
I made no such conscious analysis at the time.

Certainly

And certainly one can

never be sure that one guesses correctly how the other would like to be
addressed; hence all the agony Swedes experience in addressing their
fellow man.

On the whole, social group III members avoid the use of ni in speaking
to members of group I as they believe it is not polite.

Members of group

I similarly avoid the use of their customary ni when speaking to those
of inferior social status although they are not conscious that they do
so.

When asked why they don't address the cleaningwoman and the grocer

with ni, the typical reply is "Well, they wouldn't like it." Maybe they
wouldn't, but the unfortunate result is that the cumbersome address in the
third person continues:

"Professor Anderson said that Professor Anderson

would come as soon as Professor Anderson could," (in speaking to him, "you
said that you would come as soon as you could. ")26

The relief that people
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find in turning to general du is obvious, and it is only regretted by those
from social group I who are in most situations perfectly comfortable with
ni.

In the Noldic Museum questionnaire, only two members (both ministers

of the church) from social group I objected to the use of ni while only
two (of 55 responses) from social group III were for ni.
To sum up the discussion of ni, there exist three different ni:

1)

the old peasant ni + KT and/or FN, which was recognized by all as a mark
of respect, 2) an anonymous ni + ON to strangers and 3) ni + TLN.

Anon-

ymous ni is generally accepted although today it is rapidly being replaced
by solidarity du, so rapidly that an individual's usage will vary day from
day depending on his mood that day.

It is especially this fluctuation

between anonymous ni and solidarity du to strangers which leads Swedes
to believe that the

address system is totally irregular.

Ni + TLN is

considered, for no identifiable reasons, impolite by many, especially 4.14
social groups II and III and its free reciprocal use is typically found
only in social group I.

III.

CONCLUSION

The Swedish address system is in a stage of rapid change with an increased use of solidarity du + ON, brought about by the dominant political
ideology, and no doubt facilitated by the awkwardness of the previous
usage which most Swedes are relieved to escape.

Swedes are given to gener-

alizations that 1) today everyone uses du and 2) there are no stateable
rules for address usage.

Neither proposition is true, and I have attempted

in this paper to account for those rules.

The major argument has been that

an adequate description of the Swedish address system is only possible through
the recognition that the social classes have different rules due to different
semantics of the pronouns du and ni.
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